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1. INTRODUCTION 

CIF-KM is an application that covers all the document management and workflow needs of companies of all 

types and sizes. This guide explains the initial standard version downloaded from the Web site 

www.cifkm.com 

- What are the fundamentals of CIF-KM? 

Looking back, let´s imagine the document management of yesteryear 

companies when information was captured in paper. Back then, the 

documentation related to an issue was classified into folders, and these in turn, 

were placed in one or more filing boxes that were labeled.  If the matter required 

certain confidentiality, the folders were kept in cabinets, or in locked spaces 

available only to authorized people who needed to intervene in the matter. If the 

matter was a process (workflow) in which different people were involved, the 

record or parts of it passed from some hands to others, returning at the end to 

the same original folder. 

In CIF-KM filing boxes are virtual and intelligent, so we refer to them as "Smart Box". They are small 

applications that are created by users within the main application, that possess multiple attributes and 

functionalities and that can also incorporate scripting code for behaviors and automatic responses. 

In this version of CIF-KM the predesigned "Smart Box" are primarily designed as containers of information. 

However, they should not be used as though they were hard drive partitions where folders and subfolders 

are inserted, but rather to create one for each matter or resource to contain the information relating there 

to. It does not matter if the number of them is large, since in the searches one can combine multiple data 

and attributes as filters. 

(Click here) Privacy and functionality of the "Smart 

Box". 

The features and the configuration of each "Smart 

Box" is determined by the "Smart Box" template with 

which it was created.  

In the figure we see that there are some users who 

by virtue of membership in groups of users have 

permissions to use templates and create "Smart Box" 

with them. They or other users, also by membership in groups, can locate, access and use the elements 

created. In each element is determined who can use it and who can administrate it. 

 

 

file:///C:/Users/cif/Desktop/www.cifkm.com
http://www.cif-km.com/images/cifkm_information_privacy_colaboration.png
http://www.cif-km.com/images/cifkm_information_privacy_colaboration.png
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All the information is distributed in what we call "Smart Box",  which are equivalent to the old filing boxes, 

but with many more features and functionalities. 

(Click here) Example of the files section of a "Smart Box”. 

Thus, a "Smart Box" can be thought of as a container 

of information and documentation, which is created 

with templates. It is classified and qualified with 

attributes, with files and folders and with links to 

other "Smart Box". The “Smart Box” is administrated by 

permissions systems and permission assignation 

systems, to provide access privileges to certain 

persons or groups of users. It offers the possibility of 

sending notifications upon the occurrence of events or 

their absence (eg, when there is a delay in a task), the possibility of sending notices, notes with their 

indented responses, etc.., and the possibility of recording time spent and expenses incurred by each user 

in different parts of the matter, states or phases of action, as well as many other functionalities. 

All textual contents are indexed, which facilitates the search that may be combined with multiple 

parameters (attributes, agents, dates, states, ...) 

The main advantage of the "Smart Box" is that they are created using templates that are designed with 

much freedom. Thus, each one may contain the components and features required for the purpose for 

which it is intended. The application has the necessary tools for this design, which can be performed by 

anyone with a little training. 

In every organization there may be multiple types of templates. Each one is designed for a different 

purpose, and is made available only to the persons who must use it, for example, those belonging to an 

area of the company (for the others, the template does not exist). 

Thus, simple templates can be designed to only save documentation, and to register contacts and the 

information related to each of them, to integrate the information and the state of a matter in which several 

people collaborate, to constitute the phases of a process, or to serve as a repository of private 

documentation for external users (customers, suppliers, etc ...). 

The templates support scripting code for algorithms and automatic behaviors. For example, depending on 

the type of matter (which may be the value of an attribute), the "Smart Box" may require users to complete 

certain documentation, one may determine which people have access and with what permissions, and to 

whom alerts and notifications should be sent so that they may operate/act or control. 

  

 

http://www.cif-km.com/images/cifkm_smartbox_files_section.png
http://www.cif-km.com/images/cifkm_smartbox_files_section.png
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- Management and documentary workflow in the company 

("Click" here to see the figure) 

A person on a PERSONAL LEVEL, normally works saving 

documents to his/her own local disk or in the network 

itself using a classification system in folders and 

subfolders, and may also use a storage folder in the 

cloud (for example, in Dropbox) to save the files with 

which he works, to have MOBILITY and to manage 

mobile devices. 

However, the information generated over time by all 

its staff (thousands upon thousands of documents) 

cannot be stored in the company, with only a system 

of folders and subfolders that many people may 

access. The system would be unmanageable. The 

folders would fill with old material, would grow in 

number, and the track (path) of the files would be lost. This has been a very common experience in many 

companies. 

Therefore, at the CORPORATE LEVEL, the company requires, for its "document management", a system that 

is supported on a database. In this system, not only are all texts indexed, but one can also monitor and 

record the context related to each matter, so that it may be retrieved with multiple filters, including the 

temporary one. The privacy of the different matters may be ensured (that only those authorized with 

faculties and permissions over them may access them). 

CIF-KM may be customized to the desired degree so as to be adapted to any need. For this reason the user 

can find differences between this and other more evolved installations. We thus recommend that in this 

case he use the Help, which is more general, which is available in the application itself, or the help which 

may have been prepared for a specific installation. 

Once the application has been installed on a server, and registered with CIF during the installation process, 

users can be created. There are three types of users: 

- Internal users are regular collaborators of the company (employees, etc.) who have been registered 

and assigned an internal user license. These users will have access to the application server by means 

of a Windows client application with all the features, and also with Web-browser access, though in this 

case, they will have limited access (search, view, download and upload files). 

The client application may be downloaded with a Web browser at "Download the application" option in 

the server´s Web page. The client program allows the user to access the application from anywhere via 

 

http://www.cif-km.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/ECM-need-EN.png
http://www.cif-km.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/ECM-need-EN.png
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the Internet or a local network, indifferently, with all the features/functionalities. For the user, the 

connection is transparent.  

With the registration of the application in CIF at the end of the installation process, 4 users are 

registered, to whom four free initial internal user licenses have been assigned. 

The four initial users are called:  Administrator (who has been assigned the personal role of system 

administrator), user 1, user 2, and user 3. The administrator, by accessing the window of each of these 

four initial users in "User Management" of the floating icon menu of the application, may change their 

names, access data and passwords, so that they correspond to real users. 

Later, when needed, additional internal user licenses may be purchased from CIF store (http://store-

cif.es). If accessed from the ready registered application (from the floating icon menu of the 

application), the user will enter directly with the account registered. 

- External users (Web-browser only),with access from the Web page of the application by means 

of their browser and only to search for "Smart Box", view and download their files. These are the users 

registered in the application as external users. These licenses are offered free and in unlimited 

number. 

The Administrator manages external users the same way as the internal ones, i.e. they can join user 

groups and thus the appropriate confidential information can be made available to each one of them. 

An example of the use of the external user figure is as follows. Suppose the company is a law firm, 

consultants, auditors, etc.. which manages customer documentation (tax returns, reports, etc.). 

Suppose too that, in order to allow customers to access its related documentation it’s possible to 

make a repository with all information available to the customer, so that they will be able to read them 

using web access, only accesing theirs documents.  

To make this example in CIF-KM:  

(1) First create a contact for each client (using CIF-KM “contact” template).  

(2) Second convert the client to an external user, assigning him/her a password that he may change.  

(3) When the client is converted to an external user, a “private group” will automatically be created for 

this user. The internal users who may have to monitor the corresponding client account (with faculties 

to modify the group such as include/exclude users) may also be included in this group. Also, if the 

client (external user) where a company, all necessary external users from the company contacts could 

be created to include them also in the private group for the company contents.  

http://store-cif.es/
http://store-cif.es/
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(4) One creates a CIF-KM element (with the Documentation template) with the name of the client 

(company or individual) in whose permissions section will be included the “private group” of the client, 

mentioned in the point above, with faculties to modify. To this “documentation” element will be 

uploaded the reports and documentation of the client, and it will be his/her documentation repository.  

(5) The documentation element is linked to the contact window of the client.  

(6) One creates in the company Web page, a “clients” area with direct entry to the repository thus 

created (without passing through intermediate pages), so that, from it, the client may identify 

him/herself (may enter his/her name and password that identifies him/her in CIF-KM). 

- Anonymous users (public access). Any person who is not registered in the application, and who 

therefore doesn´t have an external user license, may access with a browser from the application 

website, with the name and password fields blank, to consult and download the files that, if 

appropriate, are placed for the general public. 

As mentioned above, in CIF-KM all information is distributed in "Smart Box". A "Smart Box" can be thought 

of as a container of documentation and information that is classified and  qualified with attributes, folders, 

files, links, permissions, etc.. which is available to one or various persons. 

In the CIF-KM version that may be downloaded from the site www.cifkm.com there are five types of "Smart 

Box" whose templates are configured when the application is downloaded. One has shortcuts to these 

templates from the CIF-KM desktop to create with them "Smart Box". In the figure these templates are 

represented by their shortcut icons on the desktop, since they each have a shortcut on the CIF-KM desktop: 

 

The search templates will appear in the Web page of the application as long as they have a check mark in a 

box on the template itself. 

Access to each specific "Smart Box" and the permissions of each user over it, is determined in the actual 

window of the "Smart Box" where roles are marked for individuals or groups of users.  If a user does not 

file:///C:/Users/cif/Desktop/www.cifkm.com
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have any permission over a specific "Smart Box" he will not be able to view it. Thus, the system of 

permissions assigned over each specific "Smart Box" to users or groups of users allows one to maintain the 

level of privacy, security and confidentiality that is required in each case. 

Later, one may configure other "Smart Box" templates, to create other types of "Smart Box" with specific 

features (attributes, links, permissions, etc.), and thus be able to run specific searches tailored to concrete 

needs, since the downloaded application has no limitations in this respect. 

The application is designed so that new templates may be created and made available to groups of users. 

The templates include sections with different characteristics, and may even incorporate scripting code so 

that the elements created with them have controls and specifically programmed behaviors.  

These five initial template configurations are as follows: 

 Matter Template: to record and control work on matters, monitor them and consult work done. 

 Documentation Template: to create and maintain a library of classified documentation. 

 Contact Template: to create and maintain a corporate registry of contacts. 

 File repository Template for external users (customers, sales representatives, ..) is designed to 

make available to external users, such as the company´s customers, files that are common or 

specific to each one of them that they can download at their convenience, either from a Web-

browser or from the application "Mobile CIF-KM" designed for Android and iPad. 

  Template for groups of contacts: designed to send emails to all of them, custom or not, combining 

documentation in Word. 

The templates may include scripting code with algorithms to achieve certain behaviors and (some) 

intelligence. For example, if a specific value has been assigned to an attribute (which defines a type of 

matter), automatically one may include in the “Smart Box” certain groups of users, which will be responsible 

for the matter. 

If you need any type of assistance from CIF, for example, to install the application, maintain it over time, to 

guide either the administrator or the user in their first steps, to get the application up and running in the 

company, to customize or to learn to customize and design Smart Box and search templates, for support 

and training in general, etc., do not hesitate, go to CIF where you can purchase assistance time vouchers at 

http://store.cif.es 

http://store.cif.es/
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1.1. Download and install the client program on workstations for 

internal users  

Internal users may access the application by means of a client program that has all the functionalities. To 

do so, one has to download the components from the application Web page to the company´s server and 

install said client program on the workstations that will be used by internal users (see figure) 

 

1.2. Web browser, mobile (Apple, Android,…) 

 

From a Web-browser (in computer, tablet or 

mobile phone), it’s only available the search 

for "Smart Box", view the allowed content, 

files, download them, and use their links 

and attributes, although the user can add 

new notes or files if allowed. The web 

development has been done with mobile 

devices in mind so that it is easy to select 

and slide in the touch sensitive screen. 
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1.3. Log in to CIF-KM from the client program 

From any windows computer (or using virtualization solutions like Parallels on Mac computers) the user 

can use CIF-KM from the client desktop application. 

The authentication window asks for the name and 

password. 

It displays the address of the last server that was used 

from which the client program was downloaded, and 

there is also a button to change the server address. If 

the new server has another different version of the 

CIF-KM application, the client program is 

automatically updated. 

 

The user may at any time change his/her username and password in Options / My personal window, from 

the floating icon menu (once login is done). 

 

 

 

 

1.4. Floating Icon 

It is a small semitransparent icon that appears at CIF-KM startup, and is located over any other window 

(floating) to allow quick access to the features/functionalities of CIF-KM. 

Upon entering CIF-KM, the program generates two icons: one on the Windows taskbar and the 

other is a floating icon situated on the screen, and may be positioned anywhere by dragging it 

with the mouse. 

Occasionally, the floating icon may be hidden by another window that has managed to 

cover it. For it to reappear again you can press the CIF-KM icon of the Windows 

taskbar. 

The floating icon provides:  

(1) Access to the function menus of CIF-KM. This menu may vary from one user to 

another, this being managed by the administrator, so that each user will access that 

which he has been assigned. To access the menu, you can either click on the arrow of 

the floating icon, or with the right mouse button anywhere on the floating icon. 

(2) When the user DRAG and DROP files and folders from his/her "PC"´s operating 

system over the floating icon, the files are automatically uploaded to CIF-KM to "My  
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pending files" and the publication wizard is automatically opened by default (See below) to create 

"Smart Box" where these files may be included 

(3) Informs the user of ongoing file transfers when they are uploaded to CIF-KM as shown in the 

Fig.  

 

 

1.5. Alert pop-up window 

This window appears automatically on the screen whenever the user has new notices pending confirmation 

(not discarded) which have exceeded their alert date. This doesn´t prevent notices from being searched 

for with filters and viewed from the notices window   “List of notices"  (see below) that is in the floating 

icon menu, or on the calendar.  

From this pop-up, alerts can be managed (discarded or postponed). Notices are explained in more detail 

below. Here we only describe the management of this window. 

To prevent this window from popping up, or certain ads from appearing in it, the user, alternatively, must: 

(1) Delete the alert date of the selected notice with the "No alert" button, which does not mean deleting 

the notice. 

(2) Discard the selected notices, which means changing their status from Pending to discarded, but 

without eliminating them. To do this, you select the notices and press the button "Discard" or 

"Discard all" depending on the operation you would like to perform. In the general management of 

notices (List of notices) you can filter by this criterion. 

(3) Postpone the alert date of the selected notices. To do this, the notices are selected, the little box to 

the left of the postpone button is displayed, one selects the desired option and one presses 

"Postpone". Attention! if you would like to postpone the alert to a specific date, rather than a range 

of dates, either from now onwards or prior to the date of the event, one must select the option "At a 

specific date" (see figure) in the drop-down (menu) and then press the "Postpone button". A 

calendar will then be displayed to select the new date and it will be accepted. 
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1.    Indicates that the notice is also displayed in the user's calendar, for example, to signal a meeting. 

2.    Indicates the notice contains a "Note" associated to a "Smart Box"  (see notes below). 

3.    Indicates whether or not the notice has attached files. 

4.    Indicates the date of the event associated to the notice and the date of the alert that has caused the 

appearance and inclusion of this notice in the alerts popup. 

5.     Appears only when there is a "Smart Box" associated to the notice. One may access this “Smart Box” 

from here as the name of the displayed element is a link. 

6.   Context menu of the right mouse button located over any notice. Note that the context menus of the 

right mouse button are a functionality that is widely implemented throughout the application. 

1.6. CIF-KM Desktop 

Upon accessing CIF-KM, the CIF-KM desktop that has been assigned to the user appears on his/her screen. 

It may also be accessed from the floating icon menu. The desktop has been designed to: 

(1) Display for the user a menu of functions, which is configurable by the system administrator  

(2) Display shortcuts to the templates for creating "Smart Box" and to the element search templates used 

more frequently. The user may also include his/her own templates. In the initial version downloaded 

from the site www.cifkm.com there already exists shortcuts to the 3 initial templates for the creation of 

"Smart Box" and their corresponding search templates. 

file:///C:/Users/Andres/Google%20Drive/MANUALESPARA%20ANDRES%205%20NOV%202013/%20www.cifkm.com
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(3) Display the shortcuts to "Smart Box" that the user has placed on the desktop. 

The administrator can add shortcuts and remove the default shortcuts from the user's desktop. The user 

also, can add or remove others at his/her convenience with the right mouse button context menu over any 

point in the desktop. He may even add shortcuts to specific CIF-KM elements, for example, those with 

which he is working. 

 

1. Add a publication and predefined search template: In the downloaded version, the 3 initial types of 

"Smart Box" templates with their 3 correlative predefined searches are all available to the four initial 

users. They are on the desktop which has been assigned to them. One can only duplicate shortcut icons, 

so this functionality would only be useful if new templates are configured by the administrator. 

2. Add "Smart Box": In this case, a drop-down menu is displayed that allows you to run a search, or they 

may be brought, if any, from the recent elements window (see below) to add shortcuts to them on the 

desktop.  

3. Arrange Icons: arrange selected icons. 

4. Paste: Create a shortcut to a "Smart Box" previously copied to the CIF-KM clipboard with the "copy" 

option from the context menu of the right mouse button on any list of the application where the 

element is visible or from the button "View / copy hyperlink" of the upper bar of the Smart Box. 
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2. “SMARTBOX” 

As mentioned in the beginning, in CIF-KM all the information is distributed in "Smart Boxes". A "Smart Box” 

can be thought of as a container for documentation and information classified and qualified with attributes, 

links, permissions, scheduled notifications, etc.. that is available to one or more users who, according to 

their respective permissions over the specific element, may consult, download contents, modify them, 

delete them, and generally work at the required level of confidentiality. 

The "Smart Boxes" are created using templates that are configured specifically for each of the types of 

element that are needed in the company.  

"Smart Box" templates are discretionally made available to users (internal and / external) or groups of 

users, depending on the tasks or searches that each must perform. So there may be specific templates for 

specific areas of the company, for committees, specific people, etc., which will only be seen by and be 

available to those persons wishing to use them to create "Smart Box". A template could be configured to 

use all or a small subset of available components. 

The templates, therefore, are the entities which are used to define and configure the specific characteristics 

of each of the types of element that each organization needs, which includes, if applicable, assigning 

permissions and faculties over them. Each template is made available to one or more "user groups" by 

including them in its permission list. Thus, the members of the group(s)  which have been authorized in the 

template (these could be personal groups including a single member), can view and use it to create Smart 

Box of the type corresponding to the template. 

2.1. Creating “Smart Box” 

Each "Smart Box" is created with the corresponding template. For a user to be able to use an element 

template and create a "Smart Box" he should have assigned the “Read” role in a user group, group A of the 

figure, which is in turn included in the template with the role "Use" marked on it. 

After being created, each "Smart Box" 

must be published in a user group, for 

example, group B of fig. To publish 

the element the user X is creating in 

group B , he must include this group 

in the Smart Box. To do this, the user 

X should have marked the "Publish" 

role in user group B,  though he need 

not be a member of it.  

 

Click here to see the picture 
 

http://www.cif-km.com/images/cifkm_groups_in_cifkm.png
http://www.cif-km.com/images/cifkm_groups_in_cifkm.png
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One accesses the element templates from: 

(1) From the "New" option of the floating icon menu, that, in the initial configuration displays each of the 

5 types of initial "Smart Box"  (Documentation, matters, contacts, repository of information for external 

users, groups of contacts). This opens a blank form of the "Smart Box" of the corresponding template 

so that in it may be incorporated, files, links, etc. When the window is saved the new "Smart Box" is 

created. This “Smart Box” can then be modified by those who have the authority to do so on the basis 

of permissions incorporated in the "Smart Box".  

(2) Pressing on the shortcut to the "Smart Box" template that is displayed on the CIF-KM user´s desktop. 

An element blank form is also opened. 

 

To upload one or more files or folders from the user "PC"´s operating system user to a "Smart Box" form , 

which is either void or ready created, one may COPY and PASTE the files or folders, or else DRAG AND DROP 

them. Thus, the files and, where appropriate, the folder structures are uploaded to the "Smart Box", but the 

operation will end only when the "Smart Box" is SAVED with the save button of its window. 

(3) Drag and dropping one or more files, or folders of the user "PC"´s operating system over the floating 

icon. In this case the element publication wizard opens so that one may select the element template 

(shortcut) one would like to use, and the dragged files are already preselected by default in the 

wizard´s list of availables.  

(4) With the "Add new element" button on the top bar of the "My pending documents" window which is 

accessed from the floating icon menu. In this case the element publication wizard opens to select files 

and the element template (shortcut) that one would like to use.  

2.2. The publication wizard  

The "Smart Box" publication wizard is displayed in the following cases:  

(1) With the "Add New Element" button of the CIF-KM  desktop bar. In this case a form is opened without 

preselected files  

(2) When you drag and drop files or folders of the "PC" operating system over the CIF-KM floating icon. In 

this case the dragged files are displayed in the lower panel of the Wizard and are selected by default. 

(3) With the "Create New element" button of the upper part of the "My pending documents" window of the 

floating icon menu. 
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The publication Wizard consists of the following parts: 

- The upper panel has two tabs. In the left one, the same shortcut icons to the user´s desktop “Smart 

Box” templates are displayed. In the other tab are listed all "Smart Box" templates that are available to 

the user depending on the permissions which he was assigned. In the initial installation, they both 

coincide. 

- The lower panel displays the files in the user´s "My pending documents" window, so that he may select 

the files he would like to add to the new "Smart Box" he is creating. The last ones dragged to the 

floating icon are marked by default. One can add more files to this window by dragging and dropping 

them over it. 

Then, once the lower panel files have been selected, one double-clicks on the "Smart Box" template 

selected in the upper panel, or alternatively one selects the template with one click and one presses the 

button "Create element".  

One can also drag and drop files from the "PC"'s operating system to the window "My pending documents" 

of the floating icon menu since they will then also be displayed in the wizard. 
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1.  Create element. After selecting the template with one click as well as the files, with this button one can 

initiate the process of creating the "Smart Box" corresponding to the selected template. 

2.  Templates on the desktop / Available templates. These are tabs that display the templates available to 

the user, so that he may select any of them. 

3.  Publication type. There are two alternative options: 

-   Create a single "Smart Box" with the selected template, incorporating all the files selected from the 

list in the wizard´s lower panel. 

-   Create a separate element for each file selected from the list in the lower panel 

4.   List of files that may be selected. These are the same as those of the "My pending documents" window 

which is accessed from the floating icon menu. 

2.3. Description of the content of a "Smart Box" 

We will base this description on a “Smart Box” of  type "Documentation". As regards the others (Matter and 

Contact) we will only mention their differential components to the extent that they are not intuitive. 

The templates are configured so that the "Smart Box" created with them can incorporate many or few 

components, thus resulting intuitive and adapted to the need they address. 

A typical CIF-KM element consists of two parts:  

 

(1) a data area and  

(2) a sections area. In the figure, the sections area shows the section “Files”. 
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For routine work the data area may be hidden so that all the space is devoted to the sections. For this one 

marks the box "Maximize sections" located in the upper right part of the window. Practically the entire 

window will then be dedicated to the sections, which makes it easier to work. 

The sections can be displayed as tabs using the "View" button in the upper bar of the Smart Box. As tabs, 

there is more horizontal space to display the contents of the selected section. 

With the "New notice" button  located on the upper bar, notices can be created with the 

"Smart Box" directly linked, and the notice form will open (the notices are described later). 

With the "edit" button on the top bar one may copy a hyperlink to the "Smart Box" in the CIF-KM clipboard, 

so as to later paste it to the links section of another element, or one may paste it as a hyperlink in any 

editable text that supports that format, and email it. 

Data Area 

We emphasize that in the design of these "Smart Box" templates, in the data area we have included, as 

shown in the figure, a specific box entitled “Reference Contact”. In this space one can search and 

incorporate a "Contact" selected from among those created with the Contacts template that have marked 
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the box "Reference Contact". These contacts will be marked so they may be used later as a reference in 

other "Smart Box". 

Thus, the "Smart Box" including a reference Contact in this field, appear as linked to the Contact, and 

alternatively may be searched for using this Contact (customer, provider, agent, etc.) as filter criteria. 

This box has been included in the design of these templates with the belief that it may be useful for 

companies who would like to link "Smart Box" of any type with external agents (customers, suppliers, 

administrators, etc.) i.e. contacts marked as references. They will not be marked in all Contacts created 

with the contact template, since there will always be many circumstantial contacts, or they may be linked to 

the reference company where they work. 

At any later time, a reference contact may be unmarked as such by whoever has the required permission 

over the contact (see the permissions section below). 

The files section  

Although nothing prevents one from configuring more than one files section in a "Smart Box", each one 

being intended for a different purpose, in this case the templates have been configured with only one. 

1.  Common Features of the files section 

(1) Files can be organized in folders and subfolders. Thus, the "Smart Box" can be seen as a large archive 

that is categorized and qualified with attributes, permissions, links, etc. that may contain multiple 

folders and subfolders with files. 

(2) One can use the "COPY AND PASTE" and "DRAG AND DROP" functions between the section "Files" and 

the user “PC”´s operating system, as well as between the files sections of the different “Smart Box”. In 

this case, they are copied to the CIF-KM clipboard and pasted onto the files section of other elements. 

The copy and paste and drag and drop features are widely implemented in all CIF-KM windows where 

there are files.  

(3) Placing the mouse pointer over a file, the right mouse button context menu is displayed as shown in 

figure (p. 12). The use of right mouse button context menus is widely implemented throughout the 

CIF-KM application. 

(4) If the user directly uploads a folder structure form his/her “PC” operating system to the “Files” section 

of a “Smart Box”, the same structure is incorporated with its files in the “Files” section of the “Smart 

Box”. 

(5)  The text content of the files is indexed automatically. The indexing allows one to later search for, 

using as a filter, either alone or combined, words and expressions that are in the contents, either in 

data, notes, files etc. of the “Smart Box”.  

(6) CIF-KM creates a thumbnail image of the first page of any file so that it may be converted to an image 

(html, pdf, jpg, png, gif, etc). Such images are displayed in a similar fashion to the way the Google 

search engine displays them. By "clicking" on the "magnifying glass" next to the file, as shown in the 

figure (p. 12) image viewing is activated, and the images are displayed by moving the mouse pointer 

over the row of any file. It is deactivated by "clicking" on any of the file magnifiers. 
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(7) File lock. There are two types of file locking: (1) permanent locking, and (2) the temporary lock to 

prevent changes from being made by other users (check-in, check-out), that the user applies when he 

is making changes to the file (see this functionality later) 

(8) Send and bring  files to/from Dropbox  

 

- COPY AND PASTE or DRAG AND DROP. To complete the copy and paste or drag and drop operation one 

must save the "Smart Box". The addition or replacement of files is not automatic. 

- MODIFY AND SAVE. A file downloaded from a “Smart Box” remains linked to the row in the element from 

where it has been downloaded. For this reason, if we modify and save it, the modified version will 

replace the previous version automatically in the “files” section of the “Smart Box”. The file that has been 

replaced will pass to the “history of changes” corresponding to the same row of the file from where it 

will be visible and retrievable. 

- Upon “DRAG AND DROPPING” or “COPY AND 

PASTING” over a pre-existing file in a “Smart Box”, 

the dialogue box in the figure appears so that one 

may select the desired option. 

We describe the main operations below:  

 

 

1.  Upload and save files in the "files" section: 

- Copy and paste files. If one copies one or more "PC" operating system files and pastes them into the 

Smart Box, the files will be uploaded automatically. 

- Copy and paste file folders. If one copies file folders in the "PC" operating system and pastes them to 

the window, the files will be uploaded to the same folder structure.  

- Drag a file from the user "PC" and drop it directly in the "files" section or in a folder of that section, 

then the file is automatically uploaded to it. 

- Adding from a scanner or camera. If your "PC" has a tabletop scanner installed, CIF-KM will detect it 

and display the "scanner" option in a button of the "Files" section. It will then be possible to scan and 

store the scanned document directly in the "files" section. 

- "New" button. Allows one to select in the user computer´s browser a file and add it to the "files" 

section. 

2. Create Folders 

One can create folder structures to organize files in the "Files" section of a "Smart Box". To do this, on the 

left part of the section, a folder tree similar to Windows Explorer one is displayed.. 

 

http://www.dropbox.com/
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Use the "Create new folder" button to generate structure, creating folders and subfolders. To insert a 

document in a folder, the file is dragged over the corresponding folder. The folder structure will only be 

visible if the "folders" button is active.  

3.  Remove a file from the Files section 

The file is selected and one presses the "delete" button. One can also delete the file and keep the line  to 

insert another file, to do this press on the icon  of the line of the file.  

4.  Main file  

If a file is marked as main, it will be open by default by double "clicking" on the element or in the context 

menu of the element, without having to open it, nor view or select the file.  

5.  Download 

Allows one to download the selected file and view it in the user´s "PC". 

6.  View change history 

Displays the files that have been replaced by others in the same line of the file with the changes that have 

been made on the selected file.  

The permissions section 

In this section of the "Smart Box", the users or user groups that may access the Smart Box along with their 

permissions or faculties over it, are determined. 

Users can be grouped in "user groups" that may be integrated into other groups, or at the other extreme, 

they may be one-person, and they may be assigned to positions, areas or missions in the company. 

Permissions are sets of elementary faculties, which are grouped into roles based on their purpose. The 

roles can be: (1) user, (2) "Smart Box”, (3) user group, (4) templates. The organization of the roles and their 

assignment is a function that corresponds to the administrator. 

In the initial version of CIF-KM downloaded from the web, as shown in the figure, three types of  "Smart 

Box" permissions are 

configured: "Full Control" 

"Write" and "Read"; these 

names are self-explanatory. 

In the "Smart Box" template "user groups", "roles" and "permissions" over it may have been defined, and if, 

for example, the user who created the element, for whom the template is available, will later have 

permission to view or modify the element. 

It is easy to understand that the proper configuration of roles, permissions and their assignment to users or 

Groups of Users allows one to preserve the confidentiality and privacy of information.  

Each user, whether internal or external (Web only) can only see and do whatever he is entitled to. 
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Displays the types of searches of GROUPS possible, to assign them 

permissions. One can search for groups from among the groups to which 

either the current user belongs, or another specific user. 

 

1. Displays the list of all users or groups (depending on the option selected in item 1) that are visible to 

the user. 

2. Displays search results depending on the text entered. Allows one to do an advanced search. It displays 

all user-visible groups. From here it will be possible to select simultaneously more than one group. If 

membership in any of the groups was defined from the creation template, these groups cannot be 

eliminated. One knows which groups can be modified or deleted from the following signs: 

 

The attributes section 

In CIF-KM all the information is distributed in elements. A "Smart Box" can be thought of as a container for 

documentation and information, that also has links, permissions, scheduled notifications, etc.. is classified 

and qualified with attributes and is at the disposal of one or more users who, according to their respective 

permissions over each specific element, may consult, download files, modify them, delete them eliminate 

them and work on them at the required level of confidentiality which is a function of the permissions 

associated to the element. 

The attributes are one of the means for qualifying and / or classifying the "Smart Box". 

The attributes are entered, either in specific boxes that are displayed in the data area of the Smart Box or in 

the attributes section.  
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In the "Smart Box", the most common attributes are positioned in the data section, and the rest are 

positioned in the attributes section. In addition to those that appear by default from the template, the user 

can add others to the attributes section, when he creates the "Smart Box".  

The type of attribute may already be preset in the "Smart Box" template, even with a determined value. 

However, the user who is creating or modifying the “Smart Box” as a function of the role he has been 

assigned in the element (see the section on permissions) may also add or delete new lines of attributes, 

that are available to him/her in their user role and also add and modify values or texts of each attribute 

line. 

Although none are listed in the initial standard version, it is possible to include external attributes whose 

values must be extracted by the user from data base tables of other management applications (for 

example, a table of clients from another data base) to which the CIF-KM application has access. This may, 

in some cases be very useful. 

It is recommended that the “Smart Box” templates be adapted as best as possible to the needs of the 

company. If you require assistance from CIF to do this, please do not hesitate to go to the store 

http://store.cif.es and get a voucher for a technical assistance, so that a CIF technician who knows this 

application may assist you in implementing what your company requires.  

 

 

 

(1)  "Add". The type of attribute is selected by means of the box "Add". The figure shows a more complex 

combination of attributes prepared for another scenario (not present in the version downloaded from 

the Web), which includes scripting code to define specific behaviors for the same "Smart Box" or in 

other related ones. Each company will have its own needs as far as attributes to classify, qualify and 

determine automatic behaviors, but for their implementation it is necessary to specify cases. 

 

(2) "Add new value". Adds a new 

attribute slot of the type and 

characteristics of the preceding 

line. This facilitates adding lines of 

a same type of attribute that may 

have different values. 
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The notifications section 

Notifications are notices scheduled to be sent: 

(1) Periodically from the time the "Smart Box" is created or modified. 

(2) When an event occurs in the "Smart Box": (1) when it is created, (2) when it is modified, (3) when it is 

eliminated, and (4) when no changes occur during the time period marked in the contents: files, 

attributes, links, and / or notes of the "Smart Box". 

Part of the notification configuration matches that of the notices as described below. Specifically, for 

recipients, notifications are managed exactly like the notices, the main difference being that the 

notifications are programmed in the "Smart Box" and the notices are manual or are programmed in a 

workflow. 

 

1.  New. Allows one to create a new notification. To do this, open the window “Programmed notice" where 

the configuration options of the notification are displayed. 
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(a) Report: (1) periodically or (2) per event. Allows one to configure when the notification will be displayed, 

periodically with a fixed period  or when an event occurs (when creating the element, modifying it, or 

deleting it or if no changes occur).  

 

(b) Priority. Indicates the urgency of 

the notification. 

(c) Type. The different types are those 

configured in the application by the 

administrator. 

(d) User finder. Allows one to select to 

which CIF-KM users or groups of users the notification will be sent. The notification may be sent by 

email to all or some of the recipients to the address that is included in their user window. 

(e) Add email. To send the notification to an email address, entered manually or imported directly from 

Outlook / Outlook Express, which need not belong to any user. 

(f) Display in the calendar. Upon checking the appropriate box, the notification is displayed on the 

corresponding (group of) user´s calendar. 

 

2. Permissions column. In this column are displayed the permissions that the user has with respect to 

each notification as a function of the “role” (set of permissions) that he has been assigned. As in the 

permissions section, if one notification is defined from the creation template, one won´t be able to 

eliminate it. 

Notification defined from template creation, one won´t be able to 

eliminate it. 

 It may not be modified 

 It allows modifications/Supports changes.. 

 

3. Box The mark indicates whether or not the notification is periodic. 

The section links with other "Smart Box" 

In this section, links are established with other “Smart Box”. Also, instead of a single section in the 

template, one may establish several that are specialized by element type (“Smart Box” template). 

The easiest way to create links is with "copy" from the context menu of the right mouse button over an 

element one would like to link and "paste" also with the context menu of the right mouse button, onto the 

“links” section of the other element with which one would like to link up. 

 

Recalling what was mentioned above when the “permissions” section of a “Smart Box” was described, it may 

happen that an element is linked to another, but that a determined user has permission to view only one of 

them. Therefore, this user will not see the link to the other element over which he doesn´t have 
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permissions when he accesses the element over which he has permissions. Thus, CIF-KM manages the 

confidentiality and privacy of the matters. 

 

 

 

1. Allows to add a new link to an existing element in CIF-KM. Using the inverted triangle to the right of the 

button, an options menu is displayed to add links:  

 

 New.   Creates a new empty link, allowing one later to add the “Smart Box” that is to be linked up. 

 Add from recents. Opens the window of recent elements allowing one to link any of the last elements 

consulted, modified or created by the active user. 

 Add from search. Launches the predefined search to locate the “Smart Box” to be linked up. 

 

2. View. Opens the window of the selected link element. 

 

3. Delete selection. Eliminates the link selected in the list.  

 

As in the permissions and notifications section, the first column of the list of links displays the permissions 

that the current user has over each link. 

The notes section 

The notes can be created manually by the users, may have files associated to them, and may be sent to 

oneself or to other recipients with notices (with or without the simultaneous sending of emails) with all the 

functionalities of the notices that are described below. 

From a note received, the recipient may RESPOND with another note, that will appear indented with respect 

to the previous one in this Notes section. 
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1. Add. Allows one to create a new note. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clicking on the “Remind” button, a notice form is opened that will be associated to the note. 

1. In the “Recipients” 

section, using the user 

search, one may select 

which CIF-KM users 

will be notified with 

the notice with or 

without an additional 

email, and to which 

email addresses it will 

be sent. One can add 

the non-user emails 

(they don´t have a 

window with an email 

address) manually or 

one can import them 

from Outlook or 

Outlook Express. 

2. Reply to note.  The recipient of a note may reply to it. Thus one can create a thread of responses that are 

displayed successively indented in the notes section of the “Smart Box”. 

3. View the selected note. 

4. Delete the selected note. 

 

3. FILE LOCKING 

There are two types of file locking: (1) The permanent lock, and (2) The lock to prevent changes made by 

other users (check-in, check-out), that is temporary, and that the user applies during the time he is 

applying changes to the file, so as to protect it from changes made by other users. We hereby refer to this 

latter type of locking.  

While the file is locked, the remaining users will only be able to download the original file, that which 

existed before the lock. On the other hand, the user that has done the locking, will download the latest 

modified version and in the file´s history of changes, will be displayed the versions prior to and after the 

locking. They will be differentiated by a different background color. 
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When the user unlocks the file, two options will be displayed for him/her:  

- Unlock and save the changes  made (check-in). In this case the original file is replaced by the latest 

version, with the modifications he has made, which from then on are accessible to the remaining 

users. 

- Unlock and discard the changes  In this case, one reverts to the situation prior to the locking. 

The user with permissions to modify a CIF-KM element may lock files as follows: 

(1) Marking the box “Lock changes from other users 

once the download has finished” in the dialogue box 

that appears when a file has been downloaded.  

(2) With the option of the context menu of the right 

mouse button over the file located in the files section 

of the “Smart Box” (see figure below). 

 

 

     

(1) The locking and unlocking of files will only take effect if the “Smart Box” is saved.  

(2) The management of locked files is done from the “Locked files” window that displays the files locked by 

the user, which one accesses directly from the option “Locked files” of the floating icon menu. 
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4.- SEARCHING FOR "SMARTBOX" 

4.1. Predefined searches. 

The different types of searches are designed in search templates to provide the user with a combination of 

filters that is more suitable for the types of “Smart Box” that he is searching for. 

The search templates are made available to the users assigning them to the corresponding groups of users 

as a function of the type of work they have to carry out. The groups are incorporated in the actual search 

template together with their respective permissions over it. 

Thus, each user has a set of predefined searches that depends on the groups of which he is a member and 

that have been assigned to search templates. 

The templates that are available to the user appear in "Predefined searches" of the floating icon menu an all 

or only some (the most frequently used) appear in the CIF-KM desktop according to how this was 

configured for the user by the administrator.. 

 

4.2. General Search. 

It is a generic search template that was not designed for any specific type of “Smart Box”. Rather, it was 

designed so that the user could use it configure the search for “Smart Box” with the desired filters.  

 

-     Text to search: Enter the text to be searched. 

-     Search in: Allows you to specify in which fields it searches for the text entered. 

-     Match all words: Searches for entries with all terms searched. 

-     Match whole words: d. 

-     Modification date: Limits the search according to the last modification date. 

-     Creation date: Limits the search according to the date of creation. 

-     Modification date: Limits the search according to the last modification date. 

 

 

In the version downloaded from the CIF-KM Web 

site the following predefined types of searches 

have been configured initially. Their icons are 
displayed on the user´s desktop. 
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“SHOW DETAILS” BUTTON ALLOWS ONE TO CONFIGURE THE SEARCH COMBINING 

DIFFERENT FILTER PARAMETERS 

With the “Show details” button of the upper bar of the “General search” form, one may add more filter 

conditions. “ 

1. Permissions filter. 

Allows one to specify which permissions the elements must have. For example, the permissions may 

refer to those of a department or area of the company. 

  

2. Template filter. 

 

Allows one to specify the template with which the elements to be displayed was created. 

 

3. Multiple conditions. 

In this section one can specify search conditions and combine them, such as filtering according to creation 

or modification date, the creator or the last user to modify the element, and the values of the attributes. 

Upon creating a composite condition and establishing the conditions for a search, one can specify whether 

or not one would like the search results to meet all or only some of the conditions. 

4. Template and conditions filter (Related Elements) 
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These two filter options allow one to specify what conditions the elements related to the documents being 

searched for, must satisfy, and which must be their creation template. 

 

5. Results. 

Allows one to configure, which results of the search will be displayed, and how they will be displayed. 

 

5. CALENDAR. 

It is accessed from the “Calendar” option of the floating icon menu or from the desktop menu. In the 

calendar, the notices that have been suitably marked may be viewed, whether they were created by the 

current user, or by other users, and the current user is the recipient.  

Apart from all the functionalities and conveniences that one might expect from a digital calendar, the CIF-

KM calendar has the following special characteristics: 

 

(1) Synchronization with Google Calendar.  
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If the server where the application was installed has access to Internet, the CIF-KM calendar of each user 

will be SYNCHRONIZED automatically in both directions with his/her account in GOOGLE CALENDAR. For 

this, the user must be registered with a personal account in Google Calendar and have entered his/her 

password in “Options/My personal file” of the floating icon menu with the button... 

This synchronization allows each user to access and modify his/her CIF-KM calendar notices from any 

mobile device that may view the Google calendar; there are currently many such devices. 

(2) Give other users access to my calendar By using the button “View” of the top  bar of the calendar, one 

may access, among other functionalities, the configuration of user authorizations; i.e. whom may be given 

access only to certain types of notices. Thus, one may authorize a secretary or other collaborators involved 

in the work. 

One can create new notices by double clicking on the desired day and time. The expired notices are shown 

in grey. 

 

1. Filters  If this option is activated, the strip on the left will be displayed, which will allow one to filter the 

notices to be viewed in the calendar. 

2. Refresh. Allows one to refresh the calendar´s content. 

3. New. Allows one to create a new notice. 

4. View. Opens the selected notice. 

5. Select view. Options to view the calendar: daily, weekly (natural or work) monthly, annual, time line. 

“Lock view” allows one to keep the current view even if a different day in the calendar of the right column 

has been selected. 

6. Print the current calendar view. 

7. View: Access to the windows containing the lists of notices (notice list windows), management of 

periodic notices, management of users with access to my desktop, management of excluded users and 

activate or deactivate the option that allows one to filter (out) excluded notices. 
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8. Close the window. 

9. Synchronization with Google Calendar. 

6.  NOTICES 

The notices are created, either manually to signal tasks, meetings or other matters, for oneself and/or for 

other users, or may be programmed in the application as notifications in the “Smart Box”.  

Its features are: 

-   They may have attached files and be linked to a “Smart Box” that one accesses directly from the notice, 

since the title of the element is hypertext. 

-      They may be marked so that they are displayed in the calendar, either in the user´s own calendar or in 

that of the recipients of the notice. If the event refers to a meeting, one can set its duration (beginning 

and end). 

-     In the notices, apart from the date of the event, one can mark another date to set off an alert, so that 

once this date has been reached, the notice will appear in the user´s alert pop-up (window). 

-     The notice may also generate an email to the address of one or all of the recipients that will be sent 

immediately. If the notice is linked to a “Smart Box”, the corresponding URL address to access the 

associated element will appear in the email. 

6.1  Creating a notice. 

The notices may be created from many different places, since they must serve many purposes:  

(1)  From the floating icon menu with the "New notice" option. 

(2)   From the "calendar", clicking on any date. In this case the date and the mark “Display” (the notice in the 

calendar) are included by default. 

(3)   From the "List of notices" of the floating icon menu. 

(4)   From the window of a "Smart Box". In this case the element appears linked by default to the notice. 

(5)   From a note in the "notes" section of a "Smart Box". In this case the note is associated to the notice. 

(6)   As a scheduled notification of the “notifications” section of a “smatbox”. 

We show in the figure below a notice with all the functionalities that one can use. 
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More recipients: To add other users, using the rapid search of groups or users. 

 

1. Displays the types of searches available: It is possible to search 

for groups, groups of which a user is a member, a fixed user or users.  

2. Displays the list of all groups or users (depending on the option 

selected in point 1) that are visible to the user. 

3. Displays the results of the search depending on the text entered. 

4. Allows an advanced search. Displays all user-visible groups or the list of users depending on the type 

of search selected.  

 Add email: Allows one to send a notice to an email address, 

allowing one to send the alert to persons who do not use CIF-

KM or don´t use it normally. 

Allows you to add email addresses manually, importing them 

from the Outlook address book or Outlook Express. 

6.2  List of notices. 

It is accessed from the floating icon menu or from the button “View list of notices” of the calendar. This list 

displays the notices sent, received and excluded with the possibility of using all types of filters. It is the 
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appropriate window for administrating the notices. The user can (conveniently) administrate the notices 

(that have associated alerts) with ease from the “alert pop-up window”.  

Notices received 

 
 

1. Search. Runs the search for notices that meet the 

specified conditions.  

2. New. Create a new notice. 

3. View. Opens the selected Smart Box. 

4. Clear.  Removes all search conditions/criteria. 

5. View .. : Access to the calendars, management of periodic notices, management of users with access to 

my desktop, management of excluded users and the option of showing or hiding the window of 

excluded notices. 

6. Activate the window to be displayed. 

7. Search conditions: 

8. Notices received 

-    Text: text to be searched for 

-    Date: allows one to display the notices sent or received in the range of dates indicated. 
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-    Priority: low, medium, high or no priority 

-    Types: non-typified, system alarm, notice, meeting, task (deadline). 

-    Display the notices by status (all, pending or discarded) or by creator. 

 

 

 
Notices sent 

 

-  Text: text to be searched for 

-  Date: allows one to filter notices, both those sent and those received by range of dates chosen 

-  Priorities: low, medium, high or no priority. 

-  Types: non-typified, system alarm, notice, meeting, task (deadline). 

-  Display the notices: by status (all, pending or discarded) or by creator. 

-  List of notices. Notices that match the specified search conditions. The columns of the list of notices 

display the following information: 
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a. Priority of the notice. 

b. Specifies whether a notice is still pending or not. 

c. Indicates whether or not a notice is visible or not in the user's calendar 

d. Associated element. Indicates whether or not the notice has a “Smart Box”  or a note  

assocaited. If the associated element is a “Smart Box”, pressing on its icon, it will open. If it is a note or 

action the threads and responses window will be displayed. From this window, one will be able to view 

all the notes and actions and the documents they refer to. The option of creating a rapid or more 

detailed response and reminding the previous recipients in the thread is displayed in the lower part of 

the window. 

Modifying a notice. 

To modify a notice one selects it from “Notice administration” and one presses on “View”. 

The user may modify the data in a “Notice”; name, dates, alert, users, etc, when he is the sole recipient of 

it. If it is a notice for more than one recipient he will only be able to modify the alert date so that it appears 

in his/her “Alert pop-up window”. 

7. RECENT ELEMENTS. 

This displays the latest “Smart Box” used by the user, enabling fast access to them. 
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8. CIF-KM ADMINISTRATION. 

Administration functions common to all users.  

 

My personal window. 

Allows the user to view and edit (if he has the necessary privileges) the data contained in his/her CIF-KM 

system user window and in any case: 

(1) His/her credentials (name and password) 

(2) Entering and modifying the data in his/her personal account with Google Calendar. 

The administrator may access the personal windows of the remaining users to assign them to Groups of 

Users and their personal roles. 
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File sending queue 

From this window, which one may 

access through “Administration/sending 

queue” from the floating icon menu, it 

is possible to check the correct 

transference of files, if they are all 

queued, pending completion of the 

transmission, or if this has already 

completed. 
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	USER GUIDE
	Sections:
	1. INTRODUCTION
	(Click here) Privacy and functionality of the "Smart Box".
	The features and the configuration of each "Smart Box" is determined by the "Smart Box" template with which it was created.
	Thus, a "Smart Box" can be thought of as a container of information and documentation, which is created with templates. It is classified and qualified with attributes, with files and folders and with links to other "Smart Box". The “Smart Box” is admi...
	As mentioned above, in CIF-KM all information is distributed in "Smart Box". A "Smart Box" can be thought of as a container of documentation and information that is classified and  qualified with attributes, folders, files, links, permissions, etc.. w...
	In the CIF-KM version that may be downloaded from the site www.cifkm.com there are five types of "Smart Box" whose templates are configured when the application is downloaded. One has shortcuts to these templates from the CIF-KM desktop to create with...
	The search templates will appear in the Web page of the application as long as they have a check mark in a box on the template itself.
	Access to each specific "Smart Box" and the permissions of each user over it, is determined in the actual window of the "Smart Box" where roles are marked for individuals or groups of users.  If a user does not have any permission over a specific "Sma...
	Later, one may configure other "Smart Box" templates, to create other types of "Smart Box" with specific features (attributes, links, permissions, etc.), and thus be able to run specific searches tailored to concrete needs, since the downloaded applic...
	The application is designed so that new templates may be created and made available to groups of users. The templates include sections with different characteristics, and may even incorporate scripting code so that the elements created with them have ...
	These five initial template configurations are as follows:
	 Matter Template: to record and control work on matters, monitor them and consult work done.
	 Documentation Template: to create and maintain a library of classified documentation.
	 Contact Template: to create and maintain a corporate registry of contacts.
	 File repository Template for external users (customers, sales representatives, ..) is designed to make available to external users, such as the company´s customers, files that are common or specific to each one of them that they can download at thei...
	  Template for groups of contacts: designed to send emails to all of them, custom or not, combining documentation in Word.
	1.1. Download and install the client program on workstations for internal users
	1.2. Web browser, mobile (Apple, Android,…)
	1.3. Log in to CIF-KM from the client program
	From any windows computer (or using virtualization solutions like Parallels on Mac computers) the user can use CIF-KM from the client desktop application.
	The authentication window asks for the name and password.
	It displays the address of the last server that was used from which the client program was downloaded, and there is also a button to change the server address. If the new server has another different version of the CIF-KM application, the client progr...
	The user may at any time change his/her username and password in Options / My personal window, from the floating icon menu (once login is done).

	1.4. Floating Icon
	It is a small semitransparent icon that appears at CIF-KM startup, and is located over any other window (floating) to allow quick access to the features/functionalities of CIF-KM.
	Upon entering CIF-KM, the program generates two icons: one on the Windows taskbar and the other is a floating icon situated on the screen, and may be positioned anywhere by dragging it with the mouse.
	Occasionally, the floating icon may be hidden by another window that has managed to cover it. For it to reappear again you can press the CIF-KM icon of the Windows taskbar.
	The floating icon provides:
	(1) Access to the function menus of CIF-KM. This menu may vary from one user to another, this being managed by the administrator, so that each user will access that which he has been assigned. To access the menu, you can either click on the arrow of t...
	(2) When the user DRAG and DROP files and folders from his/her "PC"´s operating system over the floating icon, the files are automatically uploaded to CIF-KM to "My pending files" and the publication wizard is automatically opened by default (See belo...
	(3) Informs the user of ongoing file transfers when they are uploaded to CIF-KM as shown in the Fig.

	1.5. Alert pop-up window
	This window appears automatically on the screen whenever the user has new notices pending confirmation (not discarded) which have exceeded their alert date. This doesn´t prevent notices from being searched for with filters and viewed from the notices ...
	From this pop-up, alerts can be managed (discarded or postponed). Notices are explained in more detail below. Here we only describe the management of this window.
	To prevent this window from popping up, or certain ads from appearing in it, the user, alternatively, must:
	(1) Delete the alert date of the selected notice with the "No alert" button, which does not mean deleting the notice.
	(2) Discard the selected notices, which means changing their status from Pending to discarded, but without eliminating them. To do this, you select the notices and press the button "Discard" or "Discard all" depending on the operation you would like t...
	(3) Postpone the alert date of the selected notices. To do this, the notices are selected, the little box to the left of the postpone button is displayed, one selects the desired option and one presses "Postpone". Attention! if you would like to postp...
	1.    Indicates that the notice is also displayed in the user's calendar, for example, to signal a meeting.
	2.    Indicates the notice contains a "Note" associated to a "Smart Box"  (see notes below).
	3.    Indicates whether or not the notice has attached files.
	4.    Indicates the date of the event associated to the notice and the date of the alert that has caused the appearance and inclusion of this notice in the alerts popup.
	5.     Appears only when there is a "Smart Box" associated to the notice. One may access this “Smart Box” from here as the name of the displayed element is a link.
	6.   Context menu of the right mouse button located over any notice. Note that the context menus of the right mouse button are a functionality that is widely implemented throughout the application.

	1.6. CIF-KM Desktop
	Upon accessing CIF-KM, the CIF-KM desktop that has been assigned to the user appears on his/her screen. It may also be accessed from the floating icon menu. The desktop has been designed to:
	(1) Display for the user a menu of functions, which is configurable by the system administrator
	(2) Display shortcuts to the templates for creating "Smart Box" and to the element search templates used more frequently. The user may also include his/her own templates. In the initial version downloaded from the site www.cifkm.com there already exis...
	(3) Display the shortcuts to "Smart Box" that the user has placed on the desktop.
	The administrator can add shortcuts and remove the default shortcuts from the user's desktop. The user also, can add or remove others at his/her convenience with the right mouse button context menu over any point in the desktop. He may even add shortc...
	1. Add a publication and predefined search template: In the downloaded version, the 3 initial types of "Smart Box" templates with their 3 correlative predefined searches are all available to the four initial users. They are on the desktop which has be...
	2. Add "Smart Box": In this case, a drop-down menu is displayed that allows you to run a search, or they may be brought, if any, from the recent elements window (see below) to add shortcuts to them on the desktop.
	3. Arrange Icons: arrange selected icons.
	4. Paste: Create a shortcut to a "Smart Box" previously copied to the CIF-KM clipboard with the "copy" option from the context menu of the right mouse button on any list of the application where the element is visible or from the button "View / copy h...


	2. “SMARTBOX”
	As mentioned in the beginning, in CIF-KM all the information is distributed in "Smart Boxes". A "Smart Box” can be thought of as a container for documentation and information classified and qualified with attributes, links, permissions, scheduled noti...
	The "Smart Boxes" are created using templates that are configured specifically for each of the types of element that are needed in the company.
	"Smart Box" templates are discretionally made available to users (internal and / external) or groups of users, depending on the tasks or searches that each must perform. So there may be specific templates for specific areas of the company, for committ...
	The templates, therefore, are the entities which are used to define and configure the specific characteristics of each of the types of element that each organization needs, which includes, if applicable, assigning permissions and faculties over them. ...

	2.1. Creating “Smart Box”
	Each "Smart Box" is created with the corresponding template. For a user to be able to use an element template and create a "Smart Box" he should have assigned the “Read” role in a user group, group A of the figure, which is in turn included in the tem...
	One accesses the element templates from:
	(1) From the "New" option of the floating icon menu, that, in the initial configuration displays each of the 5 types of initial "Smart Box"  (Documentation, matters, contacts, repository of information for external users, groups of contacts). This ope...
	(2) Pressing on the shortcut to the "Smart Box" template that is displayed on the CIF-KM user´s desktop. An element blank form is also opened.
	(3) Drag and dropping one or more files, or folders of the user "PC"´s operating system over the floating icon. In this case the element publication wizard opens so that one may select the element template (shortcut) one would like to use, and the dra...
	(4) With the "Add new element" button on the top bar of the "My pending documents" window which is accessed from the floating icon menu. In this case the element publication wizard opens to select files and the element template (shortcut) that one wou...

	2.2. The publication wizard
	The "Smart Box" publication wizard is displayed in the following cases:
	(1) With the "Add New Element" button of the CIF-KM  desktop bar. In this case a form is opened without preselected files
	(2) When you drag and drop files or folders of the "PC" operating system over the CIF-KM floating icon. In this case the dragged files are displayed in the lower panel of the Wizard and are selected by default.
	(3) With the "Create New element" button of the upper part of the "My pending documents" window of the floating icon menu.
	The publication Wizard consists of the following parts:
	- The upper panel has two tabs. In the left one, the same shortcut icons to the user´s desktop “Smart Box” templates are displayed. In the other tab are listed all "Smart Box" templates that are available to the user depending on the permissions which...
	- The lower panel displays the files in the user´s "My pending documents" window, so that he may select the files he would like to add to the new "Smart Box" he is creating. The last ones dragged to the floating icon are marked by default. One can add...
	Then, once the lower panel files have been selected, one double-clicks on the "Smart Box" template selected in the upper panel, or alternatively one selects the template with one click and one presses the button "Create element".
	One can also drag and drop files from the "PC"'s operating system to the window "My pending documents" of the floating icon menu since they will then also be displayed in the wizard.
	1.  Create element. After selecting the template with one click as well as the files, with this button one can initiate the process of creating the "Smart Box" corresponding to the selected template.
	2.  Templates on the desktop / Available templates. These are tabs that display the templates available to the user, so that he may select any of them.
	3.  Publication type. There are two alternative options:
	-   Create a single "Smart Box" with the selected template, incorporating all the files selected from the list in the wizard´s lower panel.
	-   Create a separate element for each file selected from the list in the lower panel
	4.   List of files that may be selected. These are the same as those of the "My pending documents" window which is accessed from the floating icon menu.

	2.3. Description of the content of a "Smart Box"
	We will base this description on a “Smart Box” of  type "Documentation". As regards the others (Matter and Contact) we will only mention their differential components to the extent that they are not intuitive.
	The templates are configured so that the "Smart Box" created with them can incorporate many or few components, thus resulting intuitive and adapted to the need they address.
	A typical CIF-KM element consists of two parts:
	(1) a data area and
	(2) a sections area. In the figure, the sections area shows the section “Files”.
	For routine work the data area may be hidden so that all the space is devoted to the sections. For this one marks the box "Maximize sections" located in the upper right part of the window. Practically the entire window will then be dedicated to the se...
	The sections can be displayed as tabs using the "View" button in the upper bar of the Smart Box. As tabs, there is more horizontal space to display the contents of the selected section.
	With the "New notice" button  located on the upper bar, notices can be created with the "Smart Box" directly linked, and the notice form will open (the notices are described later).
	With the "edit" button on the top bar one may copy a hyperlink to the "Smart Box" in the CIF-KM clipboard, so as to later paste it to the links section of another element, or one may paste it as a hyperlink in any editable text that supports that form...
	Data Area
	We emphasize that in the design of these "Smart Box" templates, in the data area we have included, as shown in the figure, a specific box entitled “Reference Contact”. In this space one can search and incorporate a "Contact" selected from among those ...
	Thus, the "Smart Box" including a reference Contact in this field, appear as linked to the Contact, and alternatively may be searched for using this Contact (customer, provider, agent, etc.) as filter criteria.
	This box has been included in the design of these templates with the belief that it may be useful for companies who would like to link "Smart Box" of any type with external agents (customers, suppliers, administrators, etc.) i.e. contacts marked as re...
	At any later time, a reference contact may be unmarked as such by whoever has the required permission over the contact (see the permissions section below).
	The files section
	Although nothing prevents one from configuring more than one files section in a "Smart Box", each one being intended for a different purpose, in this case the templates have been configured with only one.
	1.  Common Features of the files section
	(1) Files can be organized in folders and subfolders. Thus, the "Smart Box" can be seen as a large archive that is categorized and qualified with attributes, permissions, links, etc. that may contain multiple folders and subfolders with files.
	(2) One can use the "COPY AND PASTE" and "DRAG AND DROP" functions between the section "Files" and the user “PC”´s operating system, as well as between the files sections of the different “Smart Box”. In this case, they are copied to the CIF-KM clipbo...
	(3) Placing the mouse pointer over a file, the right mouse button context menu is displayed as shown in figure (p. 12). The use of right mouse button context menus is widely implemented throughout the CIF-KM application.
	(4) If the user directly uploads a folder structure form his/her “PC” operating system to the “Files” section of a “Smart Box”, the same structure is incorporated with its files in the “Files” section of the “Smart Box”.
	(5)  The text content of the files is indexed automatically. The indexing allows one to later search for, using as a filter, either alone or combined, words and expressions that are in the contents, either in data, notes, files etc. of the “Smart Box”.
	(6) CIF-KM creates a thumbnail image of the first page of any file so that it may be converted to an image (html, pdf, jpg, png, gif, etc). Such images are displayed in a similar fashion to the way the Google search engine displays them. By "clicking"...
	(7) File lock. There are two types of file locking: (1) permanent locking, and (2) the temporary lock to prevent changes from being made by other users (check-in, check-out), that the user applies when he is making changes to the file (see this functi...
	(8) Send and bring  files to/from Dropbox
	- COPY AND PASTE or DRAG AND DROP. To complete the copy and paste or drag and drop operation one must save the "Smart Box". The addition or replacement of files is not automatic.
	- MODIFY AND SAVE. A file downloaded from a “Smart Box” remains linked to the row in the element from where it has been downloaded. For this reason, if we modify and save it, the modified version will replace the previous version automatically in the ...
	- Upon “DRAG AND DROPPING” or “COPY AND PASTING” over a pre-existing file in a “Smart Box”, the dialogue box in the figure appears so that one may select the desired option.
	We describe the main operations below:
	1.  Upload and save files in the "files" section:
	- Copy and paste files. If one copies one or more "PC" operating system files and pastes them into the Smart Box, the files will be uploaded automatically.
	- Copy and paste file folders. If one copies file folders in the "PC" operating system and pastes them to the window, the files will be uploaded to the same folder structure.
	- Drag a file from the user "PC" and drop it directly in the "files" section or in a folder of that section, then the file is automatically uploaded to it.
	- Adding from a scanner or camera. If your "PC" has a tabletop scanner installed, CIF-KM will detect it and display the "scanner" option in a button of the "Files" section. It will then be possible to scan and store the scanned document directly in th...
	- "New" button. Allows one to select in the user computer´s browser a file and add it to the "files" section.
	2. Create Folders
	One can create folder structures to organize files in the "Files" section of a "Smart Box". To do this, on the left part of the section, a folder tree similar to Windows Explorer one is displayed..
	Use the "Create new folder" button to generate structure, creating folders and subfolders. To insert a document in a folder, the file is dragged over the corresponding folder. The folder structure will only be visible if the "folders" button is active.
	3.  Remove a file from the Files section
	The file is selected and one presses the "delete" button. One can also delete the file and keep the line  to insert another file, to do this press on the icon of the line of the file.
	4.  Main file
	If a file is marked as main, it will be open by default by double "clicking" on the element or in the context menu of the element, without having to open it, nor view or select the file.
	5.  Download
	Allows one to download the selected file and view it in the user´s "PC".
	6.  View change history
	Displays the files that have been replaced by others in the same line of the file with the changes that have been made on the selected file.
	The permissions section
	In this section of the "Smart Box", the users or user groups that may access the Smart Box along with their permissions or faculties over it, are determined.
	Users can be grouped in "user groups" that may be integrated into other groups, or at the other extreme, they may be one-person, and they may be assigned to positions, areas or missions in the company.
	Permissions are sets of elementary faculties, which are grouped into roles based on their purpose. The roles can be: (1) user, (2) "Smart Box”, (3) user group, (4) templates. The organization of the roles and their assignment is a function that corres...
	In the initial version of CIF-KM downloaded from the web, as shown in the figure, three types of  "Smart Box" permissions are configured: "Full Control" "Write" and "Read"; these names are self-explanatory.
	In the "Smart Box" template "user groups", "roles" and "permissions" over it may have been defined, and if, for example, the user who created the element, for whom the template is available, will later have permission to view or modify the element.
	It is easy to understand that the proper configuration of roles, permissions and their assignment to users or Groups of Users allows one to preserve the confidentiality and privacy of information.
	Each user, whether internal or external (Web only) can only see and do whatever he is entitled to.
	Displays the types of searches of GROUPS possible, to assign them permissions. One can search for groups from among the groups to which either the current user belongs, or another specific user.
	1. Displays the list of all users or groups (depending on the option selected in item 1) that are visible to the user.
	2. Displays search results depending on the text entered. Allows one to do an advanced search. It displays all user-visible groups. From here it will be possible to select simultaneously more than one group. If membership in any of the groups was defi...
	The attributes section
	In CIF-KM all the information is distributed in elements. A "Smart Box" can be thought of as a container for documentation and information, that also has links, permissions, scheduled notifications, etc.. is classified and qualified with attributes an...
	The attributes are one of the means for qualifying and / or classifying the "Smart Box".
	The attributes are entered, either in specific boxes that are displayed in the data area of the Smart Box or in the attributes section.
	In the "Smart Box", the most common attributes are positioned in the data section, and the rest are positioned in the attributes section. In addition to those that appear by default from the template, the user can add others to the attributes section,...
	The type of attribute may already be preset in the "Smart Box" template, even with a determined value. However, the user who is creating or modifying the “Smart Box” as a function of the role he has been assigned in the element (see the section on per...
	Although none are listed in the initial standard version, it is possible to include external attributes whose values must be extracted by the user from data base tables of other management applications (for example, a table of clients from another dat...
	It is recommended that the “Smart Box” templates be adapted as best as possible to the needs of the company. If you require assistance from CIF to do this, please do not hesitate to go to the store http://store.cif.es and get a voucher for a technical...
	(1)  "Add". The type of attribute is selected by means of the box "Add". The figure shows a more complex combination of attributes prepared for another scenario (not present in the version downloaded from the Web), which includes scripting code to def...
	(2) "Add new value". Adds a new attribute slot of the type and characteristics of the preceding line. This facilitates adding lines of a same type of attribute that may have different values.
	The notifications section
	Notifications are notices scheduled to be sent:
	(1) Periodically from the time the "Smart Box" is created or modified.
	(2) When an event occurs in the "Smart Box": (1) when it is created, (2) when it is modified, (3) when it is eliminated, and (4) when no changes occur during the time period marked in the contents: files, attributes, links, and / or notes of the "Smar...
	Part of the notification configuration matches that of the notices as described below. Specifically, for recipients, notifications are managed exactly like the notices, the main difference being that the notifications are programmed in the "Smart Box"...
	1.  New. Allows one to create a new notification. To do this, open the window “Programmed notice" where the configuration options of the notification are displayed.
	(a) Report: (1) periodically or (2) per event. Allows one to configure when the notification will be displayed, periodically with a fixed period  or when an event occurs (when creating the element, modifying it, or deleting it or if no changes occur).
	(b) Priority. Indicates the urgency of the notification.
	(c) Type. The different types are those configured in the application by the administrator.
	(d) User finder. Allows one to select to which CIF-KM users or groups of users the notification will be sent. The notification may be sent by email to all or some of the recipients to the address that is included in their user window.
	(e) Add email. To send the notification to an email address, entered manually or imported directly from Outlook / Outlook Express, which need not belong to any user.
	(f) Display in the calendar. Upon checking the appropriate box, the notification is displayed on the corresponding (group of) user´s calendar.
	2. Permissions column. In this column are displayed the permissions that the user has with respect to each notification as a function of the “role” (set of permissions) that he has been assigned. As in the permissions section, if one notification is d...
	Notification defined from template creation, one won´t be able to eliminate it.
	It may not be modified
	It allows modifications/Supports changes..
	3. Box The mark indicates whether or not the notification is periodic.
	The section links with other "Smart Box"
	In this section, links are established with other “Smart Box”. Also, instead of a single section in the template, one may establish several that are specialized by element type (“Smart Box” template).
	The easiest way to create links is with "copy" from the context menu of the right mouse button over an element one would like to link and "paste" also with the context menu of the right mouse button, onto the “links” section of the other element with ...
	Recalling what was mentioned above when the “permissions” section of a “Smart Box” was described, it may happen that an element is linked to another, but that a determined user has permission to view only one of them. Therefore, this user will not see...
	1. Allows to add a new link to an existing element in CIF-KM. Using the inverted triangle to the right of the button, an options menu is displayed to add links:
	 New.   Creates a new empty link, allowing one later to add the “Smart Box” that is to be linked up.
	 Add from recents. Opens the window of recent elements allowing one to link any of the last elements consulted, modified or created by the active user.
	 Add from search. Launches the predefined search to locate the “Smart Box” to be linked up.
	2. View. Opens the window of the selected link element.
	3. Delete selection. Eliminates the link selected in the list.
	As in the permissions and notifications section, the first column of the list of links displays the permissions that the current user has over each link.
	The notes section
	The notes can be created manually by the users, may have files associated to them, and may be sent to oneself or to other recipients with notices (with or without the simultaneous sending of emails) with all the functionalities of the notices that are...
	From a note received, the recipient may RESPOND with another note, that will appear indented with respect to the previous one in this Notes section.
	1. Add. Allows one to create a new note.
	Clicking on the “Remind” button, a notice form is opened that will be associated to the note.
	1. In the “Recipients” section, using the user search, one may select which CIF-KM users will be notified with the notice with or without an additional email, and to which email addresses it will be sent. One can add the non-user emails (they don´t ha...
	2. Reply to note.  The recipient of a note may reply to it. Thus one can create a thread of responses that are displayed successively indented in the notes section of the “Smart Box”.
	3. View the selected note.
	4. Delete the selected note.

	3. FILE LOCKING
	4.- SEARCHING FOR "SMARTBOX"
	4.1. Predefined searches.
	The different types of searches are designed in search templates to provide the user with a combination of filters that is more suitable for the types of “Smart Box” that he is searching for.
	The search templates are made available to the users assigning them to the corresponding groups of users as a function of the type of work they have to carry out. The groups are incorporated in the actual search template together with their respective...
	Thus, each user has a set of predefined searches that depends on the groups of which he is a member and that have been assigned to search templates.
	The templates that are available to the user appear in "Predefined searches" of the floating icon menu an all or only some (the most frequently used) appear in the CIF-KM desktop according to how this was configured for the user by the administrator..

	4.2. General Search.
	It is a generic search template that was not designed for any specific type of “Smart Box”. Rather, it was designed so that the user could use it configure the search for “Smart Box” with the desired filters.
	-     Text to search: Enter the text to be searched.
	-     Search in: Allows you to specify in which fields it searches for the text entered.
	-     Match all words: Searches for entries with all terms searched.
	-     Match whole words: d.
	-     Modification date: Limits the search according to the last modification date.
	-     Creation date: Limits the search according to the date of creation.
	-     Modification date: Limits the search according to the last modification date.

	“SHOW DETAILS” BUTTON ALLOWS ONE TO CONFIGURE THE SEARCH COMBINING DIFFERENT FILTER PARAMETERS
	With the “Show details” button of the upper bar of the “General search” form, one may add more filter conditions. “
	1. Permissions filter.
	Allows one to specify which permissions the elements must have. For example, the permissions may refer to those of a department or area of the company.
	2. Template filter.
	Allows one to specify the template with which the elements to be displayed was created.
	3. Multiple conditions.
	In this section one can specify search conditions and combine them, such as filtering according to creation or modification date, the creator or the last user to modify the element, and the values of the attributes.
	Upon creating a composite condition and establishing the conditions for a search, one can specify whether or not one would like the search results to meet all or only some of the conditions.
	4. Template and conditions filter (Related Elements)
	These two filter options allow one to specify what conditions the elements related to the documents being searched for, must satisfy, and which must be their creation template.
	5. Results.
	Allows one to configure, which results of the search will be displayed, and how they will be displayed.


	In the version downloaded from the CIF-KM Web site the following predefined types of searches have been configured initially. Their icons are displayed on the user´s desktop.
	5. CALENDAR.
	It is accessed from the “Calendar” option of the floating icon menu or from the desktop menu. In the calendar, the notices that have been suitably marked may be viewed, whether they were created by the current user, or by other users, and the current ...
	Apart from all the functionalities and conveniences that one might expect from a digital calendar, the CIF-KM calendar has the following special characteristics:
	(1) Synchronization with Google Calendar.
	If the server where the application was installed has access to Internet, the CIF-KM calendar of each user will be SYNCHRONIZED automatically in both directions with his/her account in GOOGLE CALENDAR. For this, the user must be registered with a pers...
	This synchronization allows each user to access and modify his/her CIF-KM calendar notices from any mobile device that may view the Google calendar; there are currently many such devices.
	(2) Give other users access to my calendar By using the button “View” of the top  bar of the calendar, one may access, among other functionalities, the configuration of user authorizations; i.e. whom may be given access only to certain types of notice...
	One can create new notices by double clicking on the desired day and time. The expired notices are shown in grey.
	1. Filters  If this option is activated, the strip on the left will be displayed, which will allow one to filter the notices to be viewed in the calendar.
	2. Refresh. Allows one to refresh the calendar´s content.
	3. New. Allows one to create a new notice.
	4. View. Opens the selected notice.
	5. Select view. Options to view the calendar: daily, weekly (natural or work) monthly, annual, time line. “Lock view” allows one to keep the current view even if a different day in the calendar of the right column has been selected.
	6. Print the current calendar view.
	7. View: Access to the windows containing the lists of notices (notice list windows), management of periodic notices, management of users with access to my desktop, management of excluded users and activate or deactivate the option that allows one to ...
	8. Close the window.
	9. Synchronization with Google Calendar.

	6.  NOTICES
	The notices are created, either manually to signal tasks, meetings or other matters, for oneself and/or for other users, or may be programmed in the application as notifications in the “Smart Box”.
	Its features are:
	6.1  Creating a notice.
	The notices may be created from many different places, since they must serve many purposes:
	(1)  From the floating icon menu with the "New notice" option.
	(2)   From the "calendar", clicking on any date. In this case the date and the mark “Display” (the notice in the calendar) are included by default.
	(3)   From the "List of notices" of the floating icon menu.
	(4)   From the window of a "Smart Box". In this case the element appears linked by default to the notice.
	(5)   From a note in the "notes" section of a "Smart Box". In this case the note is associated to the notice.
	(6)   As a scheduled notification of the “notifications” section of a “smatbox”.
	We show in the figure below a notice with all the functionalities that one can use.
	More recipients: To add other users, using the rapid search of groups or users.
	1. Displays the types of searches available: It is possible to search for groups, groups of which a user is a member, a fixed user or users.
	2. Displays the list of all groups or users (depending on the option selected in point 1) that are visible to the user.
	3. Displays the results of the search depending on the text entered.
	4. Allows an advanced search. Displays all user-visible groups or the list of users depending on the type of search selected.
	Add email: Allows one to send a notice to an email address, allowing one to send the alert to persons who do not use CIF-KM or don´t use it normally.
	Allows you to add email addresses manually, importing them from the Outlook address book or Outlook Express.

	6.2  List of notices.
	It is accessed from the floating icon menu or from the button “View list of notices” of the calendar. This list displays the notices sent, received and excluded with the possibility of using all types of filters. It is the appropriate window for admin...
	Notices received
	1. Search. Runs the search for notices that meet the specified conditions.
	2. New. Create a new notice.
	3. View. Opens the selected Smart Box.
	4. Clear.  Removes all search conditions/criteria.
	5. View .. : Access to the calendars, management of periodic notices, management of users with access to my desktop, management of excluded users and the option of showing or hiding the window of excluded notices.
	6. Activate the window to be displayed.
	7. Search conditions:
	8. Notices received
	-    Text: text to be searched for
	-    Date: allows one to display the notices sent or received in the range of dates indicated.
	-    Priority: low, medium, high or no priority
	-    Types: non-typified, system alarm, notice, meeting, task (deadline).
	-    Display the notices by status (all, pending or discarded) or by creator.
	Notices sent
	-  Text: text to be searched for
	-  Date: allows one to filter notices, both those sent and those received by range of dates chosen
	-  Priorities: low, medium, high or no priority.
	-  Types: non-typified, system alarm, notice, meeting, task (deadline).
	-  Display the notices: by status (all, pending or discarded) or by creator.
	-  List of notices. Notices that match the specified search conditions. The columns of the list of notices display the following information:
	a. Priority of the notice.
	b. Specifies whether a notice is still pending or not.
	c. Indicates whether or not a notice is visible or not in the user's calendar
	d. Associated element. Indicates whether or not the notice has a “Smart Box”  or a note  assocaited. If the associated element is a “Smart Box”, pressing on its icon, it will open. If it is a note or action the threads and responses window will be dis...

	Modifying a notice.
	To modify a notice one selects it from “Notice administration” and one presses on “View”.
	The user may modify the data in a “Notice”; name, dates, alert, users, etc, when he is the sole recipient of it. If it is a notice for more than one recipient he will only be able to modify the alert date so that it appears in his/her “Alert pop-up wi...


	7. RECENT ELEMENTS.
	This displays the latest “Smart Box” used by the user, enabling fast access to them.

	8. CIF-KM ADMINISTRATION.
	Administration functions common to all users.
	My personal window.
	Allows the user to view and edit (if he has the necessary privileges) the data contained in his/her CIF-KM system user window and in any case:
	(1) His/her credentials (name and password)
	(2) Entering and modifying the data in his/her personal account with Google Calendar.
	The administrator may access the personal windows of the remaining users to assign them to Groups of Users and their personal roles.
	File sending queue
	From this window, which one may access through “Administration/sending queue” from the floating icon menu, it is possible to check the correct transference of files, if they are all queued, pending completion of the transmission, or if this has alread...


